
FERMENTED  OAT  PORRIDGE  BREAD

In the evening:

• Make the leaven, mix 100g water (unchlorinated) +100g flour (50g wholegrain plus 50g white) + 
35g sourdough starter; mix well, then cover and leave overnight.

• "Soak" all of the flours with only 650g of the water; mix well, then cover and leave overnight 
(optional) 

• Soak 100g rolled oats + 220g water; cover and leave overnight.

Next morning:
•
• Mix 200g leaven + soaked flours; leave for 30 minutes
• Mix remaining 50g water with 20g salt then add this to the flour and leaven
• Mix thoroughly with your hands or a stand mixer fitted with a dough hook
• Cook the oats in it's soaking water, stirring constantly until it becomes a firm porridge 

BULK  FERMENTATION - this will take between 3-5 hours depending on room temperature:

Every  30-40 minutes give the dough a turn in the bowl - wet a hand and reach down to the bottom 
of the bowl and bring up about quarter of the dough, stretching it out a bit and then flopping it down 
on top. Repeat around the bowl until all four 'quarters' have been 'stretched and turned.' This 
strengthens the gluten. 
After 3 of these 'stretch and turns' add the cooled lukewarm porridge, thoroughly mixing by hand or 
machine.  
Continue with another 3 'stretch and turns.' Soon the dough will change in feel, taste and smell.
The dough is ready to be divided and shaped when it feels light and a bit puffy; tastes only slightly 
sour; smells only slightly yeasty. The dough has developed enough when it forms more into a ball 
shape than a sticky mass.

DIVIDING  the  DOUGH 

Lightly flour a bench and tip out the dough. Divide into 2 or 3 pieces. 
Shape each into a tight ball using floured hands, then cover with a damp cloth and rest for 20 
minutes. 

SHAPING 

Flip each now-relaxed ball upside down. Form into a rough rectangle. Fold one third over to the 
centre third, stretching as you do so. Repeat with the opposing third. Now roll up the rectangle and 
tightly shape it into a ball using floured hands. 
Lightly flour 2 or 3 tea towels and line medium sized bowls, then place one dough ball upside down 
in each.

PROOFING - second fermentation:

Cover bowls and either leave in a warm spot until puffy (2-5hours), or put them in the fridge 
overnight (this retards fermentation and builds flavour).

BAKING 

Put a cast iron baking pot and lid in the centre of your oven, then heat oven to maximum. When the  
oven is ready carefully take out the very hot bottom and place on a heat proof surface. Tip out the 
bowl of dough onto a large square of baking paper, score across the dough with a sharp knife 
(optional) then lower into the pot. Retrieve hot lid, place in position on top of pot and return to the 



oven. Turn heat down to 250C and bake for 20 minutes. Then remove lid for the remaining 15-20  
minutes. The bread should now be a lovely dark honey colour. Carefully remove the bread from the 
pot and give it a thump on its bottom - it's baked thoroughly when the sound is 'hollow.' Then 
repeat with the remaining balls of risen dough.

Further reading :
   technique - Chad Robertson  "Tartine Bread"
   sourdough bread - Michael Pollan "Cooked" (chapter "Air")


